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After many months of tweaking and designing, The Renegade Insane Asylum has finally come
to a place where I can call it "up and running".

It has been a long process of trying various modules, figuring out the optimal setup and finally
deciding on an easy maintenance structure.

The Renegade Insane Asylum (RIA) is a multi-game guild community for mature gamers. RIA
was founded upon the principles of 'community first, games second' meaning that what we seek
to accomplish first of all is to provide 'older gamers' with an easy going, friendly and down to
earth atmosphere, and we're moving ahead in a steady pace where we get several new
member applicants each week.

Feel free to stop by, take a peak and drop a greeting.

Constructive critisism is more than welcome.

http://renegade.insane-asylum.dk
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